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DISCLAIMER

The information found herein, and any other materials provided by

SwiftPharma BV (the “Company”), may contain forward-looking

statements. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks and

uncertainties as they relate to future events and are based on current

assumptions of the Company, which may not occur at all in the future or

may not occur as assumed. They are not guarantees of future results or

performance of the Company, and the development of economic and

legal conditions may differ materially from the information expressed or

implied in the forward-looking statements.

The Company undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-

looking statements contained herein or to adapt them to future events or

developments. The information contained in this document has not been

independently verified. No representation or warranty, express or implied,

is made with respect to, and no reliance should be placed on, the

fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or

opinion contained herein. The Company or any of its shareholders,

affiliates, consultants, employees or agents shall have no liability (in

negligence or otherwise) for any loss arising from the use of this

document or its contents or otherwise related to this document.

By accepting this presentation, you acknowledge that you will be solely

responsible for your own assessment of the market and market position

of the Company and that you will conduct your own analysis and will be

solely responsible for forming your own opinion about the possible future

performance of the Company’s business.

This document is strictly confidential and may not be disclosed,

reproduced or transmitted, in whole or in part, to any other person

without the prior consent of the company.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The past decade has seen a significant shift in the nature of the products

being manufactured and sold by the innovative biopharmaceutical

(biopharma) industry. The global biopharmaceutical portfolio of today

reflects increased therapeutic competition, a greater prevalence of large

molecule drugs, expansion in the number of personalized or targeted

products, and a rise of treatments for many orphan diseases. These

trends have given rise to biopharmaceutical products with extremely

limited production runs, highly specific manufacturing requirements, and

genotype-specific products.

This fundamental shift in the overall product mix and a focus on

continuing to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of production is

spurring an evolution in the technologies and processes needed to

support advanced biopharmaceutical manufacturing. Innovation in

manufacturing technology is helping to drive improved economics,

flexibility and quality while potentially benefiting patients both directly and

indirectly. Biopharmaceutical manufacturers are generally making

investments in the following areas:

• Continuous manufacturing to improve scalability and facilitate time to

market, while lowering capital and operating costs and enhancing

quality

• New process analytical tools to improve process robustness,

accelerate scale-up to commercial production and drive more efficient

use of resources

• Single-use systems to increase flexibility and reduce production lead

times, while lowering capital investment and energy requirements

• Alternative downstream processing techniques to improve yields

while lowering costs, green chemistry to reduce waste, and new

vaccine and therapy production methods to increase capacity,

scalability, and flexibility.
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The changes in biopharmaceutical portfolios and the rise of advanced

manufacturing technologies have impacts both inside and outside of

biopharma companies.

First, they are driving biopharma companies to seek increasingly

specialized workers who possess needed experience and skills. As a

result, organizations are helping to design training programs at university

biomanufacturing centers devoted to teaching relevant skills to students

and employees. Second, the changes are causing biopharma companies

to work collaboratively on manufacturing innovation through partnerships

with academic institutions, diagnostics developers, production equipment

manufacturers, and medical device manufacturers. Third, the new

portfolios and technologies required are giving biopharma companies

more reasons to consider location, ecosystem, and expression platform

advantages in their strategic decisions around manufacturing. Finally, the

rise of biopharmaceutical advanced manufacturing technologies is

positively impacting society by benefiting patients, and the environment.

While Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells are the workhorse of biologics

production, other cell expression systems are starting to gain ground,

such as plant-based expression systems. Though an older technology in

and of itself, plant-based manufacturing has recently been validated in the

mainstream biopharmaceutical industry, but there is still a lack of

biomanufacturers using such platforms for good manufacturing practice

(GMP) production.

That said, the recent development of a successful plant-produced

COVID-19 vaccine has proved that the industry is open to change and

recognizes the need for a variety of production platforms in order to adapt

to our growing and changing world.

This whitepaper provides a general and comprehensive view on using

plants as a fast, scalable, and low-cost biopharmaceutical manufacturing

platform and how it can offer solutions to high unmet needs.

Jeroen Hofenk

Chief Science Officer
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PLANTS AS BIOREACTORS

The application of plant-based systems to produce biopharmaceuticals for

human and veterinary indications is a vast and rapidly expanding field.

Available systems range from stable transgenic root-cell culture to

transient expression in whole plants in which tobacco plants are the most

popular ones.

Products that have been expressed include monoclonal antibodies

(MAbs) (1), subunit vaccines (2), virus-like particles (VLPs) (3), specialty

enzymes (4), and structural proteins such as collagen or elastin (5).

Conventional bioproduction platforms such as Chinese Hamster Ovary

(CHO) cells, Escherichia coli (E. coli), and Pichia pastoris (P. pastoris)

have long histories of patient safety and regulatory acceptance. Newer

systems based on insect cells (transfected with baculovirus), transgenic

animals, and plants are quickly accumulating the clinical safety data

required to provide similar confidence for use (6).

In fact, On the regulatory front, both FDA and the European Medicines

Agency are well informed about plant-made products and have been

supportive and helpful in evaluating clinical trials and manufacturing

systems, the source adds. Moreover, few, if any, clinical trials involving

plant-made products have been put on clinical hold for toxicity.

However, at this point in time, there are few contract development and

manufacturing organizations that currently manufacture biologics for

human clinical trials under current GMP compliance.

The COVID pandemic has played a role in bringing new technological

platforms to the forefront, including a plant-made vaccine, baculovirus

vaccines, and mRNA vaccines. In this relatively short period, these three

platforms have gained a more mainstream prominence. The hope is that

this attention will result in investment and subsequent development of

these systems for routine development and production of biologics.
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THE CURRENT STATE-OF-ART

One of the first approved plant-produced biologics, was a subunit vaccine

against Newcastle disease in chickens (7). The vaccine was derived from

plant cell culture and was approved by the US Department of Agriculture

(USDA) in 2006.

Currently, one product has received full approval from the US Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) for human use: Elylys (Taliglucerase Alpha), a

mitochondrial human glucocerebrosidase enzyme deficit therapy for

Gaucher disease produced in carrot-root cell culture by Protalix

Biotherapeutics (8).

A monoclonal antibody cocktail for Ebola (Zmapp) was produced in

Nicotiana benthamiana (N. benthamiana) (9) by Icon Genetics. The drug

was approved for compassionate use during the 2014 outbreak in

Western Africa. A subsequent clinical trial demonstrated its safety and

therapeutic benefit, however it failed to reach the specified statistical

threshold for efficacy, largely due to the low number of enrolled patients

(10).

Recently, Medicago Inc. reported their results of a phase 3 trial for a VLP

influenza vaccine produced in N. benthamiana. The study demonstrated

the product’s safety and efficacy as well as the consistency of its

production process (11). Early in 2022, Medicago’s Covifenz vaccine

against SARS-CoV-2, based on plant-derived VLPs, received approval

from Health Canada for use in adults 18–64 years old (3, 12).

Regenerative medicine firm CollPlant has secured CE mark approval for

its Vergenix STR soft tissue repair matrix to treat tendinopathy. Vergenix

STR aggregates cross linked rhCollagen produced in N. tabacum with

autologous platelet-rich plasma (PRP), which is a concentrated blood

plasma derived from the patient's own blood that contains high levels of

platelets containing growth factors.

The fact that only a few plant-produced therapeutic products have been

clinically translated thus far may be more related to industrial and

regulatory inertia than to product inadequacy, especially given substantial

evidence of functional equivalency.
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PLANT SYSTEM RATIONALE

Plant-based biopharmaceutical production offers numerous advantages

such as speed in development, scalability, lower production costs, and

inherent safety. In terms of production parameters, the upstream part of

the company’s process (i.e., growing and transfecting the plants with the

protein of interest) is much simpler and more robust than cell culture-

based systems because fewer components are required, there is no need

to maintain sterile boundaries, and there is no risk of exogenous viral

contamination. Growth of plants requires only air, light, water, and

fertilizer salts (though plant cell cultures in bioreactors requires addition of

a suitable carbon source such as glucose to support growth).

Thus, plant-based systems eliminate the need for costly supplements

extensive cloning selection, and master- and working cell bank

maintenance required for mammalian cell culture. Using whole plants as

hosts are also far less capital intensive (e.g., equipment, technologies,

facility, personnel) for the upstream processing portion of plant-based

biologics production, compared to investment needed to set up

comparable upstream processing for mammalian cell-based systems

(both single-use and traditional stainless-steel reactor facilities) (13).

The ability to grow plants as reactors with high precision in automated

and vertical hydroponic systems have been well developed. Such plant

manufacturing systems have no animal/human inputs or intervention, and

thus there are no concerns for adventitious virus contamination in these

systems.

The upstream capital expenditure for a plant system is much lower than

that of a traditional staged bioreactor train, whether single-use or

stainless-steel based. Furthermore, scale-up is not incremental in plant-

based systems as additional capacity does not require a linear increase in

robotics, and personnel, or associated infrastructure (steam, water, and

sanitary pipework). Increasing manufacturing scale requires only that

more plants are grown.
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Other advantages of the plant-made system include much lower energy

consumption, lower water usage through recycling, and extremely low

waste treatment costs.

Furthermore, when comparing manufacturing with single-use systems,

one must be mindful of the environmental impacts. Specifically, while

single-use systems are considered by some to be more environmentally

friendly than the cleaning associated with stainless-steel, at the end of the

day, single-use systems use a significant amount of plastic disposables.

This significant use of plastics likely contributes to the biopharmaceutical

industry being 55% more emissions-intensive than the automotive

industry.

Conversely, the key raw materials with a plant-based manufacturing

system are considered “all-natural”: purified water, stone wool or another

biodegradable substrate for growing the plants, and seeds.

Meanwhile, the downstream processes (DSPs) are comparable between

plants and traditional bioreactors and typically amount for around 75% of

the production costs. The major cost-drivers during DSP are (i) the high

particle burden of primary extracts, requiring extensive clarification, (ii) the

large amounts of host cell proteins (HCP) impurities which had to be

separated from the product, and (iii) the presence of plant secondary

metabolites, including pigments and phenols, that might permanently bind

to, and thus alter, the product. Particles, HCPs, and metabolites are

typically released due to the thorough homogenization required to extract

the product from plant tissues.

AVAILABLE HOSTS

A plethora of recent reviews summarize the state-of-art of plant-based

expression systems for the production of biopharmaceuticals (14-16).

Many such systems are available depending on the plant being used

such as rice (17), tobacco and potato (18), and lettuce (19). Which option

to select depends upon the characteristics required for the final product.

E.g., a protein might be selectively localized and expressed through the

cytoplasm, apoplast, chloroplast, or vacuole (20).
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For example, MAbs typically are secreted into the extracellular space

(apoplast) via the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)/Golgi secretory system,

and then recovered from plant extracts using industry-standard

(ultra)filtration and chromatographic approaches that are commonly

shared with conventional expression platforms.

Claimed yields have reached up to four grams of product per kilogram of

plant biomass (15). In other cases, product proteins can be retained

within plant tissue — e.g., encapsulated in chloroplasts. Minimal

processing of the plant biomass yields a feed additive that can be

formulated for oral delivery.

There are two basic approaches to heterologous protein expression in

plant cells: transient and stable transgenic expression. Transient systems

often use the common soil bacterium Agrobacterium tumefaciens for gene

delivery, whereby rapid expression can be achieved over a relatively short

time before natural plant responses reduce expression from foreign DNA

sequences. Transgenic systems rely upon the integration of recombinant

DNA into the host genome for long-term expression of a product.

Transgenic plants are created using A. tumefaciens infection or DNA-

coated particle bombardment and subsequent regeneration of plantlets

from infected cells (calli). These plantlets are bred to homozygosity for

active DNA inserts (which, by definition, are relatively benign in terms of

plant physiology and development). This is similar to the process for

creation of production cell lines for mammalian expression systems —

and likewise can be time consuming.

In the case of parenteral (injectable) drug products, or when rapid

response is needed, transient expression systems using N. benthamiana

generally are preferred because they generate high yields and use an

industry-standard non-food-crop host (21). To produce encapsulated

drugs destined for oral delivery, a stable transgenic food-crop platform

might be preferable in which the product gene is included in the plant (or

plastid) genome.

A transient system depends upon the ability of A. tumefaciens to transfer

genes into a plant host through a tumor-inducing (Ti) plasmid vector (22).

There are many variants of this system, depending on what specific

elements are included in the vector along with the gene(s) of interest.
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In general, the choice can be reduced to use of viral components for in

situ replication and systemic distribution of the genes (23) or use of

nonviral methods (24). Herein, we focus on transient expression platforms

using N. benthamiana as a host and with a nonviral system based on a

binary transfer DNA (T-DNA) vector.

In summary, the gene for the protein of interest is cloned into a T-DNA

vector and transformed into a suitable strain of A. tumefaciens (e.g.,

GV2260, EHA105 and LBA4404). In a process known as agroinfiltration,

the transformed bacteria are introduced to plant tissue to transfer the

product gene into the plant cells (Figure 1). After incubation, plants are

harvested and homogenized. Proteins are extracted by physical (filtration)

and chemical (affinity chromatography) methods to provide a drug

substance with the required purity. In practice, each component of the

overall process has multiple requirements and presents opportunities for

optimization during scale-up from lab to large-scale manufacturing, as

outlined in the following sections.

Extraction

from plant

leaves

Industry-standard

Purification + 

sterile filing

Growing N. 

benthamiana from

seed

Growing 

agrobacterium 

containing GOI

Infiltrate 

plants with 

agrobacterium

Plant cells

produce protein

of interest

Figure 1: Plant-based production process using transient expression

WEEK 1

WEEK 3
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VECTOR CONSTRUCTION

Depending on the source of the original DNA sequence for a protein of

interest, it is usually advantageous to modify codon use to mimic that of

the host plant. Codon usage regulates the speed of translation

elongation, resulting in non-uniform ribosome decoding rates on mRNAs

during translation that is adapted to co-translational protein folding

process. Several online tools apply codon bias for N. benthamiana to

create a synthetic DNA sequence for any protein. The novel sequence

can be scanned to eliminate potential intron splice sites, micro-RNA

(miRNA) motifs, and polyadenylation sequences — among other

problematic sequences that are context specific.

However, a gene’s intron structure can be designed specifically to provide

for intron-mediated enhancement of expression (25). In the case of

proteins that will be secreted from plant cells, native or plant-preferred

variations in signal peptide can be used, with the option of targeting

proteins to specific compartments such as vacuoles (26). Designed genes

are cloned into the T-DNA region of a suitable binary vector in the context

of control elements including a promoter, 5′ and 3′ untranslated regions

(UTRs), and a terminator, each of which will dramatically affect final

product yield the good or the better (27, 28).

Once the sequence is verified, a vector construct is transformed into A.

tumefaciens using standard chemical methods and/or electroporation.

Stocks of the strains to be used for manufacturing are maintained

according to a formal cell banking system that complies with regulatory

guidelines.

GROWTH OF A. TUMEFACIENS

The Agrobacterium strain(s) to be used for expression of a protein of

interest typically are grown in a standard bacterial culture medium to a

stage at which they are stable and infective (29).
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Industrial processes normally use well-controlled bioreactors, although

laboratory-scale developmental studies routinely use shake flask systems

(30). In processes destined for production of human therapeutics, culture

media should be formulated to contain no animal-derived components

(31).

Plant-derived compounds, such as phenolics produced by wounded

tissue or their analogs (e.g., acetosyringone), frequently are used in

growth media to enhance bacterial infectivity, but they are not essential

(21). Conditions for growth such as pH, temperature, and dissolved

oxygen as well as time of harvest will influence product yield from the

plant tissue (32).

GROWTH OF N. BENTHAMIANA

Plant growth conditions before exposure to Agrobacterium strains are

critical to the production process. Parameters such as the choice of

growth substrate (nutrient content, pH levels, and salinity), incident light,

photoperiod, leaf temperature, atmospheric CO2 concentration, humidity,

and air-flow patterns will all affect plant health and morphology — which,

in turn, will affect a plant’s interaction with infective Agrobacterium and

consequently influence protein yield (33).

Early-stage development work is regularly conducted in greenhouse or

vertical farming systems with limited environmental control. They can be

subject to uncontrolled variability, which affects yield and quality of

recombinant proteins (produced either transiently or from transgenic

plants) (34). In an industrial setting, and especially for biopharmaceuticals

produced under current good manufacturing practice (CGMP) conditions,

plants typically are grown in highly controlled contained systems based

on multilayer hydroponic stacks. Lighting is provided by controlled low-

temperature light-emitting diodes (LEDs) to enable zoned definition of

parameters of intensity and spectral quality depending on plant age and

needs. Such facilities can achieve high productivity in a small footprint

and are constructed for cleanability and controlled access. The use of

robotic systems to move trays of plants onto and out of the stacks

provides further opportunity for control and efficiency.
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A particular advantage of transient expression is that commitment to

manufacturing a specified product is made at the pre-infiltration stage of

plant growth. The plants, in effect, are product agnostic until they are

exposed to the A. tumefaciens carrying the product vector(s). That

provides for exceptional flexibility in a manufacturing facility.

AGROINFILTRATION

The process for placing Agrobacterium in contact with host plant cells first

involves dilution of high-density bacterial cultures in a suitable buffer.

Although plants can withstand surprisingly high concentrations of

Agrobacterium infiltration cocktails, the optimal number of viable, infective

cells required in a cocktail to maximize the number of gene copies

transferred to each cell should be identified by quantitive design of

experiments. In the case of multigene systems, the individual components

can be delivered through single strains containing many genes (35);

multiple strains, each containing a single vector (36); or some

combination of those. In effect, the decision is both practical (“What is

more productive?”) and economic (“What is less costly?”). For example,

multigene vectors might exhibit fragility during gene transfer from

bacterium to plant cell, and use of several individual gene strains will

require multiple bioreactors, which will impose an increase in process

costs.

The infiltration process itself requires a system that efficiently introduces

bacterial strains to the interior of a leaf or to a whole plant (via stomata).

Whole plants in a tray are transferred from a growth chamber to a

vacuum pressure vessel containing the bacterial suspension, typically

using conveyor systems to limit manual labor. The plants are inverted and

immersed in the bacterial suspension, and chamber atmospheric

pressure is reduced to force out air from the leaves. After a short period,

pressure is returned to atmospheric, and the leaves are filled with

bacterial suspension to begin the process of horizontal gene transfer into

the plant cells through the bacterium’s type 4 secretion systems (37).

Infiltrated plants are removed from the infiltration module and transferred

to a second set of growth racks for post-infiltration incubation.
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POST-INFILTRATION PERIOD

This is the period where the plants infected with foreign DNA are allowed

to incubate under appropriate conditions in a contained environment while

they accumulate product. The incubation conditions (including time) that

support highest yields of recoverable product of appropriate quality might

be different from those that were best for preincubation growth, so such

conditions should be determined empirically.

For example, environmental temperature or light intensity might need to

be reduced to limit accumulation of nonproductive (noninfected) biomass.

However, care must be taken to prevent stress or necrotic responses,

which can significantly reduce yield or quality of a heterologous protein. A

CGMP-compliant facility will feature a linear process flow with increasing

environmental containment from pre-infiltration plant growth through

agroinfiltration to plant harvest and transfer to downstream product

recovery.

PRODUCT RECOVERY

There is little practical difference between product recovery from plant-

based systems and that from other, well-established product expression

platforms.

Product-containing biomass is homogenized in an appropriate extraction

buffer (with protease inhibitors and/or antioxidants, depending on the

requirements, to maintain product integrity through processing) and first

filtered to remove insoluble components and debris before entering a

series of diafiltration steps. The process stream may be ultrafiltered

and/or concentrated before the first chromatography step, all under

conditions that are designed to prevent contamination with adventitious

agents (bacteria and fungi) (38). For any given protein, a suitable

chromatographic process is outlined before proceeding to large-scale

production to ensure a maximal positive COGS outcome.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Plant-based protein production systems as explained above require a few

considerations. One involves plant responses to the pathogen insult

inherent to transient Agrobacterium-mediated infection. A plant will

generate a response to limit damage by the foreign DNA that has been

introduced and/or the presence of bacteria in the leaf tissue. That

response can take several forms, including production of inhibitors of

bacterial integrity such as salicylic acid or phenolic compounds.

The most significant response of concern is that against the foreign DNA

inside infected plant cells. This is similar in effect to the antiviral response

termed posttranslational gene silencing (PTGS), whereby molecular

mechanisms are assembled to detect and destroy the mRNA driving

heterologous protein production (39).

Plant cells use small RNA molecules created from the mRNA (through

activities of systems such as Dicer endoribonuclease) and incorporated

into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) to direct degradation of

the parent molecule. Further systems act on the DNA to depress activity

at the promoter regions by methylation (40).

A solution to that problem lies in the means used by viruses to counter the

plant defense. Several viral proteins are known to interfere with PTGS

responses. For example, the P19 protein of tomato bushy stunt virus is

among the most efficient, widely used, and studied suppressors of PTGS

(41).

Host plants might also respond to foreign proteins by producing

proteases, which can reduce protein yield significantly and/or affect

product quality (42). Protease responses can be addressed either by

using inhibitors or by deleting specific genes from the plant genome. N.

benthamiana which has a unique characteristic: it sacrifices viral defense

for rapid growth — which makes the species particularly useful for

biotechnology applications (43).
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PLANTS VS. MAMMALIAN

An important criterion for any expression system used to manufacture

biologics products is the comparability of the end product with a validated

expression system that is well known and widely used in the industry,

such as mammalian CHO cells.

Plant cells are highly developed eukaryotic cells; each cell has the same

machinery as a mammalian cell to express heterologous protein

sequences accurately. Plants do, however, have slightly different post-

translational modifications such as minor glycoform differences.

If the glycoform on a particular therapeutic is a key to functionality, the

glycoform can now be modified in the plant cell expression system to be

as fully functional as the mammalian counterpart. This has been

demonstrated in the literature for over a decade. One advantage in the

plant system seems to be the consistency of the glycoform pattern

expressed.

Plants also tend to produce a more homogenous product with post-

translational modifications. Mammalian cells produce multiple glycoform

patterns, which can be affected by culture conditions, including scale-up

to larger reactor systems. Many biologics do not have any post-

translational modifications.

For most recombinant proteins, a plant-based expression system yields

products that are highly comparable to mammalian/CHO systems,

particularly in regard to monoclonal antibody (mAb) development, plants

can deliver a more homogeneous N-linked glycosylation pattern. This

characteristic provides greater assurance that the glycoform of choice is

appropriately represented in the final product, likely improving efficacy.

Those plant-specific glycan features are potentially immunogenic (44) and

must be removed from biotherapeutic protein products that are destined

for treatment of humans. Removal can be achieved by down-regulating

(45) or deleting the cognate fucosyl- and xylosyltransferases (e.g., using

techniques based on clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic

repeats (CRISPR) and associated protein 9 (Cas9)) (46).
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